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通时长，集团客户专线类业务开通时长由系统上线前的 42 天逐步下降为 12 天;




















With the business development of telecom operators, the business for Group 
clients has become an important part of telecom operators. To monitor the business 
of former Group clients is mainly based on transmission of professional network and 
complaints from our clients, which have caused so much inconvenience for quality 
monitoring and fault handling. As Group clients’ monitoring system is introduced, 
these problems will be solved. This paper makes a research on systematic 
architecture of Group clients’ monitoring platform, software deployment, hardware 
deployment and use of monitoring platform for Group clients. 
    The system can meet the organizational structures and service modes which 
existed in many kinds of corporations everywhere.It has implementeda full regular 
management of business and resources. The monitoring of Groupclients’ business 
has sufficiently supported business operations. And It has greatly improved the 
efficiency of customer guarantee. It alsohas significantly enhanced their abilities to 
support Group clients. Besides, it has won the high satisfaction of the Group clients. 
After carrying out the Group clients monitoring system,it has achieved a full 
regular management of communications carriers’ business and resources.The 
monitoring of Group clients’ businesshas efficiently supportedthe full operation of 
all businesses. It has not only greatly improved the efficiency of customer guarantee 
but alsohas won the high satisfaction of the Group clients.The process has vertically 
gone through many telecom operators which were formed in counties, cities and 
provinces and horizontally gone through some advanced business, customer service 
departments, and maintenance departments. And it has also ran through the internal 
staff and the external  cooperate dsections (agent, construction team and so 
on. )System applications have greatly enhanced the length of the business running. 
The working time of Group clients’hotlineshas gradually declined from 42 days 
when is ahead of the online system to12 days. Meanwhile, timely rate which Group 
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